Cabinet Reservation Program

Reserve Cabinets and Power at a Reduced Rate

The Cabinet Reservation Program (CRP) gives Co-Location customers the ability to reserve cabinets and power at a reduced rate — allowing you to plan for future growth in the Nasdaq Nordic Co-location Service Area. Nasdaq will make a best-effort attempt to reserve firm cabinet space as close to their existing cabinets as possible. In the event that the Nasdaq Nordic Co-location Service Area reaches capacity, Nasdaq will give firms that are participating in the Cabinet Reservation Program the option to purchase any of the cabinets they have reserved before they are offered to other customers.

About The Offering

Nasdaq Nordic offers all customers the opportunity to co-locate their trading systems within our highly-reliable data center. If you think your business may expand in the coming months, requiring more cabinets, the Cabinet Reservation Program will help you plan for future growth. As market conditions change and new firms and markets enter our landscape, you’ll be positioned to expand your footprint.

Program Details

Firms can obtain an option to reserve cabinets and power based on their future needs. Reservations options may have an open duration or an agreed expiry date. When a reservation option expires the customer can:

• Exercise the option and purchase the reserved cabinets (all or part)
• Request a new reservation option
• Relinquish the option.

Location of the reservation will be determined as power is available by data center segment and as determined by Nasdaq based on available contiguous or near contiguous space. Nasdaq reserves the sole right to deny new reservation or renew requests if deemed necessary to ensure proper use of the datacenter capacity.

“AS MARKET CONDITIONS CHANGE AND NEW FIRMS AND MARKETS ENTER OUR LANDSCAPE, YOU’LL BE POSITIONED TO EXPAND YOUR FOOTPRINT.”
In the event that the Nasdaq Nordic Co-location Service Area reaches reservation capacity, we will determine how to fulfill additional cabinet requests using the following criteria:

1. Proximity of the reserved cabinets relative to the requesting firm’s cabinets
2. Number of cabinets/amount of power reserved
3. Length of time the option has been in place, starting with the longest outstanding option
4. Any other factor that Nasdaq deems relevant to ensure overall efficiency in use of the Nasdaq Nordic Co-location Servicer Area space.

In the event that Nasdaq needs to redeem a reservation option, the primary and secondary CRP contacts will be notified. The CRP contacts will have three business days from notification to submit the order in the Co-location and Connectivity Console to acquire the cabinet/power, or agree to relinquish the option. If no response is received within three business days, Nasdaq will assume that the firm is not interested in exercising the option and the cabinet/power will be allocated to the requesting customer.
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